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Objective

I Setting: Smoothly embedded surfaces in S4.

I Main Goal: Explain how to calculate the quandle 2 and 3-cocycle
surface invariants from a bridge trisection diagram, with examples.

I Goal 2: See how a bridge trisection diagram induces a broken
surface diagram.

I Goal 3: Make a connection between the 2-cocycle invariant and the
peripheral subgroup, and find a way to calculate the peripheral
subgroup from a diagram.



Quandle cocycle invariants

I Fox p-colorings: Study group homomorphisms of π1(S3 \ K ) onto a
dihedral group Dp.

I Generalized to quandle colorings: quandle homomorphisms from the
knot quandle Q(K ) to any other (usually finite) quandle.

I Quandle cocycle invariants: refinement of quandle colorings which
detect interesting data.

I 2-cocycles used with classical knots and links, and surface knots.

I 3-cocycles used with knotted surfaces: applications to triple point
number, invertibility, ribbon concordance (Carter, Jelsovsky,
Kamada, Langford, Saito, Satoh).



General cocycle state-sum setup
I Choose a diagram D of some knotted object K .
I Fix a coloring ϕ : Q(K )→ X for some finite quandle X , i.e. color D

according to ϕ.
I Choose an n-cocycle θ ∈ Z n(X ;A), where A is an abelian group.
I At each n-crossing, evaluate θ appropriately.
I Multiply over all n-crossings.
I Sum over all colorings by X .
I Output in Z[A], depends only on [θ] ∈ H2(X ;A).



2-cocycles

2-cocycle contribution from a crossing



3-cocycles

3-cocycle contribution from a triple point



Trisections of 4-manifolds (Gay Kirby 2012)

I The genus 0 trisection of S4 is a way to split S4 into three 4-balls
Xi , such that:

I The triple intersection X1∩X2∩X3 is a standard sphere Σ : S2 ⊆ S4.

I The pairwise intersections B3
i = Xi ∩ Xi+1 are 3-balls.

I Each ∂Xi = B3
i−1 ∪Σ B3

i is a genus 0 Heegaard splitting of S3
i .



Bridge Trisections (Meier Zupan 2016)

I A bridge trisection of a smoothly embedded surface in S4 is a
decomposition of a surface S in special position with respect to the
genus 0 trisection.

I Such a surface S intersects each 4-ball Xi in a trivial disk system Di ,
with ∂Di = Ti−1 ∪Σ Ti = Ui ⊆ S3

i , a bridge splitting of an unlink.

I A bridge trisection diagram of S is trio of tangle diagrams
(D1,D2,D3) for (T1,T2,T3).

Bridge trisection diagram of spun trefoil



3-cocycles and bridge trisections

I Need a way to see the triple points.

I Can think of S as a union of 3 movies, one in each 4-ball Xi from
Ui = S ∩ ∂Xi to a crossingless unlink, which gets capped off.

I By choosing a sequence of Reidemeister moves to obtain this
isotopy, the R3 moves exactly correspond to the triple points of S .



Example: 2-twist spun trefoil

I Let S : S2 ↪→ S4 be the 2-twist spun trefoil, with −S the same
embedding but with the orientation of S reversed.

I Let
θ = χ−1

(0,1,0)χ(0,2,0)χ
−1
(0,2,1)χ(1,0,1)χ(1,0,2)χ(2,0,2)χ(2,1,2) ∈ Z 3(R3;Z3),

where Z3 = 〈t|t3〉 and χ(x,y ,z)(a, b, c) = t if (a, b, c) = (x , y , z); 1
else.

I Then Φθ(S) = 3 + 6t2, while Φθ(−S) = 3 + 6t. Here we illustrate
the calculation for S :



3-cocycle calculation

Bridge trisection diagram of 2-twist spun trefoil



3-cocycle calculation



3-cocycle calculation



3-cocycle calculation



3-cocycle calculation



3-cocycle calculation



2-cocycles and surface knots
I Choose a curve λ ⊆ S . Each time this curve is on the undersheet at

a double curve crossing, make a 2-cocycle calculation.
I Multiply over all crossings; sum over all colorings.
I Output Φθ,λ(S) depends only on [λ] ∈ H1(S) and [θ] ∈ H2(X ;A).

Spun figure 8 torus-knot



2-cocycles and bridge trisections

I Since the tangles of a bridge trisection form the 1-skeleton of a cell
structure on S , all classes in H1(S) can be represented by arcs of
these tangles.

I Represent [λ] as a union of tangle arcs (nontrivial curves must pass
through all 3 tangles).

I When λ passes under another arc, make a 2-cocycle calculation on
the tangle crossing.



2-cocycles and bridge trisections



Connection to Peripheral Subgroup



Connection to Peripheral Subgroup

I The 2-cocycle calculation is very similar to calculating elements of
the peripheral subgroup in the Wirtinger generators of the knot
group.

I After choosing a basepoint on the diagram and a loop λ, write down
oversheet generators as λ crosses beneath them, raised to the sign of
the crossing.

I After traversing λ, multiply by the meridian µ corresponding to the
basepoint region, raised to the power which makes the exponent
sum zero.

I A generating set {λi} for π1(S) and µ will generate the peripheral
subgroup.

I Question: If Φθ,λ(S) is nontrivial, must it be the case that
λ 6= 1 ∈ π1(S4 \ S)?
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